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Great Minds Albert Einstein
A biography of the life and achievements of Albert Einstein, one of the most important scientists of the twentieth century.
Anyone with access to the internet and email has received the wonderful email jokes and inspirational tidbits that help break up the
typical day. It’s amazing how much inspiration and encouragement comes right to you, forwarded by friends and family via email
and now through other social networking sites. Most of the quotes and sayings in this book were around long before the internet
and email, but are still relevant today and will be meaningful long into the future, because the wisdom, inspiration and
encouragement they impart are timeless. A great gift idea for all occassions, divided into three sections: Life Lessons; Faith,
Family and Friendship; and Achievement, with space at the end of each section for the reader to add their own additional favorites,
people of all ages will find inspiration and encouragement in the pages of this small collection of favorite quotes and sayings.
Many in spirit look on these times of difficulty, abundance, trouble, and innovation and wish to share with you their experiences
and ideas. Some famous names and faces will come to mind as you read this book, and you will glean some fine information
about their own learning, their own suffering, and indeed their own experience in the life after this life, for they all wish to tell you
that there is no death as you perceive it to be. They are all there in their astral forms, enjoying their continued growth, their
continued expansion, and their continued joy in living. Their messages are as varied as their lives were, and our purpose is this:
For you to understand your true nature, your true potential, you must let go of your fear of death, for it makes you afraid to live. It
causes you to rush and panic, to become scared, and to become paralyzed. If you truly understood that you are eternal beings,
forgiven for all your errors and blamed for nothing that you would call a sin, you would open your hearts and minds to so much
more and enjoy yourselves so much more. You would not suffer so at the loss of your loved ones, and you would work less and
achieve more, for when you are in fear and grief, you are not yourselves and cannot achieve the goals that you have set for
yourselves before you decided to be born onto this plane you call life. Read this with an open mind and heart, and hear what these
beings have to say. You have revered and reviled them in life; now let them complete their stories in what you call death, for that is
the complete story, is it not? ? Ananda
Michael Caputo, through years of exhaustive research, has discovered letters, writings, and quotes that reveal what the greatest
artists, musicians, philosophers, scientists, and writers thought about the God of heaven. Through the pages of this timeless work,
you will engage the thoughts of history's most celebrated people: Mozart, Galileo, Descartes, Shakespeare, Einstein,
Michelangelo, and many more. Did great intellect and creativity lead brilliant men and women of the past to agnosticism and
atheism, or did it lead them to believe in and submit to a Creator God? The answer to that question lies in the pages of this
intriguing book. As you read and experience how the greatest minds of history viewed God, you will find an overwhelming
consensus that the God of the universe does indeed exist and that He has impacted and shaped those who have influenced our
world. Michael Caputo, through years of exhaustive research, has discovered letters, writings, and quotes that reveal what the
greatest artists, musicians, philosophers, scientists, and writers thought about the God of heaven. Through the pages of this
timeless work, you will engage the thoughts of history's most celebrated people: Mozart, Galileo, Descartes, Shakespeare,
Einstein, Michelangelo, and many more. Open the pages of this book and discover what those who have shaped history thought
about the God of eternity.
JUST FOR YOU CLEAN SPIRIT! A Premium 120 pages Lined Notebook With Beautiful Royale Cover ! A Beautiful gift for
Christmas, Mother's Day, Birthdays or anytime! Or why not ? a special notebook just for you, because... You Deserve it, take our
experience as a solution for your daily notes, and knock knock knock, open your Door its Us :)
“You are to be commended on such a great publication and I am humbled that you would even consider adding a few lines from
one of my books," --Paul Hellyer Former Canadian Minister of National Defense “. . . this brilliantly produced book not only serves
as a superb introduction to the subject but covers some fascinating and important new material for the aficionados.” --Timothy
Good, Leading Authority on UFOs and Best-selling Author “I offer my gratitude to you, not only for the “heavy” copy of your book,
but also the “light” that the content provides. You and your colleagues can be congratulated for your excellent summary of the
history, and probable significance, of the ET presence on Earth. Love & light," --R. Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D., Famed Hypnotherapist and
Consultant to Linda Moulton Howe “Also of interest is a chapter that discusses the “Skunk Works” (the advanced aircraft
manufacturing division of Lockheed), and the shocking statements made by its former president, Ben Rich. These statements,
which were confirmed by the author who was present at Rich’s March 23, 1993 UCLA presentation . . . Readers of this book
would do well to consider the staggering implications of Rich’s comments, and their potential transportation and clean energy
applications for this world.” --Michael Schratt, Military Aerospace Historian, Artist and Reviewer, Open Minds magazine ARE
UFOs REAL? FINALLY, A GUIDE FOR THOSE WITH OPEN MINDS This is the revised and expanded 2nd edition (2015) of the
original book written for the novice and for the more knowledgeable as well. 60+ new, color illustrations. New sections document
the Hudson Valley triangular craft, Area 51/S4 hangar details, articles by the former Canadian Minister of Defense, the Hon. Paul
Hellyer, and disclosures by US Air Force generals, American and Canadian scientists. Join the author, T. L. Keller, on a voyage to
otherworldly places and understand the reality of UFOs, alien beings and how they get from wherever they are to planet Earth.
This book is part of The Total Novice's Guide series of books intended for those who know little or nothing about a particular
subject, have open minds and want to know more. * In this fascinating and informative read, you will be escorted through the
Roswell and other incidents involving crashed alien spaceships. Read about Project Galileo, and testimony from government
officials, as well as 10 former, military whistle-blowers who have had first-hand experiences with the unknown. * Get the latest
inside information on the above-top secret, US government anti-gravity and flying disc program that has been fifty years in the
making. * Learn about super secret, Area 51/S4; understand "Missing Time", and the true nature of human abductions. You will
learn how alien vehicles travel here; and, more importantly, why they are here. Read how you will be impacted when the reality of
UFOs and alien beings becomes known to the world. And it may be just around the corner...
MAGIC APPLES is a daily reader with 366 reflections to mull. The topics are broad in scope with a liberal approach. Drawn from
the author's experience as a teacher, parent, coach, musician and big kid, the reflections are an eclectic mix of food for thought.
Every 6th day is a silly story intended to produce those healing endorphins we all need to keep our equilibrium. There are plenty of
opportunities to laugh, cry and to agree or disagree. If you need to escape from autopilot and enhance your life-long learning skills,
MAGIC APPLES should give you lots to chew on. If you desire a modern approach to traditional tales, new ways to love your
fellowtravelers and the chance to laugh at the human condition, a magic apple each day will be to your delight.
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RelativityThe Special and the General TheoryRoutledge
John Lennon said, "Life is what happens to you while you're busy making other plans." Sometime today while you're busy following your plan,
something may happen that puts you in a funk or motivates you to make a change. Something that could leave you "stuck in a moment". But,
Marie Curie contended, "Nothing in life is to be feared. It is only to be understood." When those moments sneak up on you, you can run to
counseling, look yourself in the mirror, crawl over to your favorite self-pity corner or you can open Stuck in a Moment and find wisdom to help
you understand and, possibly, turn your mood around. Precise in nature, Stuck takes you straight to the heart of life's customary stumbling
blocks: your relationships, your job life, your frame of mind and your desire to have the life you dream of. To some, it's an express self-help
book; to others, a travel guide for their life. Whether you're following the 12 Steps, looking for an honest, encouraging companion or a fan of
inspirational quotes, you'll find 1,600 opportunities to gain new insights in this book - a book of rationale and challenge that you will want to
keep handy or gift to someone for those everyday moments.
In my estimation Giftedness 101 ranks high among authoritative texts devoted to this particular population of children. It not only offers
thorough experience and knowledge-based insights to those who are already or are contemplating serving the social emotional needs of
these children in the future, but also those who profess to educate future teachers, those who would venture out into classrooms charged with
the teaching and many others besides. It should be required reading for politicians - especially those who shape educational policy."--Gifted
and Talented International "Linda Silverman is an articulate, insightful, authoritative, and extremely "gifted" international expert in the
assessment of giftedness...[She] has created a gem with Giftedness 101. The fields of psychology and education should welcome this vibrant
book with open arms." Alan S. Kaufman, PhD Yale Child Study Center School of Medicine "This is a really terrific book! I'm really impressed
at how much information has been packed into it, how accessible it is (without talking down to the audience), and how well the author has
parsed the many key issues in the world of giftedness. Parents and mental health professionals with find this book incredibly useful. I look
forward to sharing it far and wide. I think it is a book that was badly needed and will really fill a niche." Corin Goodwin CEO & Executive
Director, Gifted Homeschoolers Forum This is the most thorough history, explanation, and call to action for gifted advocates you will
find."--Laughing at Chaos Blog What is giftedness? Is it the potential for success or is it the experience of being an "outsider"? This book
addresses the unique psychological needs of gifted children, which are often manifested as "feeling different," and examines special issues
such as gifted children with learning disabilities, gender considerations, implications of socio-economic status, and more. Giftedness 101
dispels common myths about giftedness and challenges the view that eminence is the true signifier of giftedness. It offers specific guidelines
to psychologists, parents, and teachers; describes comprehensive assessment of the gifted; provides support for the twice exceptional; and
focuses on the complex inner world of the gifted. The book defines giftedness as a psychological reality with powerful ramifications
throughout the lifespan. Giftedness 101 will be a valuable, eye-opening resource for psychologists, educators, and other professionals who
work with the gifted, as well as gifted individuals and their families. Key Features: Provides a concise, accessible overview of one of the most
important and challenging topics in psychology and education Examines the concept of giftedness across the lifespan Covers both the
intellectual assessment and development of gifted individuals as well as the psychological well-being issues of this population Written by a
prominent expert in the field of the psychology of giftedness
With an easy rewrite of physics there is a profound philosophy. Clear analogies and simple diagrams make the science understandable and
enthralling. A theory for everything emerges which is simple and brilliant! Supernova explosions in distant galaxies provide proof for the
theory.
Great Minds: Isaac Newton, Nikola Tesla, and Albert Einstein Founders of the Scientific Age The last four hundred years have been some of
the most incredible years in human history. From the 17th century to the 21st century, humans went from being almost universally agrarian
with sailing vessels, muskets, and astrolabes being the most cutting edge technology on the planet to an era where the world is almost
universally industrial or post-industrial with airplanes, cars, spaceships, computers, widespread electricity, enormous power from coal, oil, and
nuclear power, and the ability to produce much more food than was ever possible before the Industrial Revolution. This book describes the
lives and ideas of three of the minds who made this transition possible: Isaac Newton, Nikola Tesla, and Albert Einstein. What was it about
these men that allowed them to change the world with their ideas how the universe and technology worked? In this book you will learn about
how these three men were able to turn their respective worlds upside-down with their unconventional thinking, thirst for knowledge, farreaching vision for the world, and their shear genius. They all had rather different personalities but what unites them is that they all wanted to
know how the world really worked were able to train their minds to accomplish that goal. It wasn't easy for any of them and they all lived in
relative isolation developing their ideas and inventions while often receiving opposition from the existing scientific, political, and cultural
establishment, but in so doing they were able to transform our understanding of universe and society in a way that led to the birth of the
modern scientific age. The Modern World is indebted to these men for good or ill.
With over 25 years experience as a professional tutor and test prep expert, Lisa Muehle offers her secrets, tips and techniques in two
companion test prep guides for students tackling the SAT: Strategies for Success on the SAT: Mathematics Section & Strategies for Success
on the SAT: Critical Reading & Writing Sections 25-Minute Written Essay: Tips for Writing a Winner! Sample SAT Essays: Different Score
Levels with Full Scoring Explanation Grammar Made Easy: Spot Classic SAT Grammar Traps (Multiple-Choice Writing Questions) Keys to
Unlock Critical Reading Selections: Short, Long, and Dual Passages Secrets to Sentence Completions: Proven Techniques to Succeed with
Challenging Vocabulary! "My two oldest sons have attended the Colloquium Test Prep Course for the SAT for four years now, and with
another son in the 6th grade, as a family we will attend for a total of nine years! Lisa Muehle provides dynamic instruction in a clear and
comprehensive style. Not only have my sons increased their test taking abilities, their grades in their Honors English and Honors math
classes continue to grow stronger. My sons are enthusiastic about the course and always come away with valuable instruction. Lisa's
methods have given my sons the confidence they need to succeed on the SAT. I highly recommend Lisa Muehle's instruction to students
looking to better their SAT scores." -Wendy Pierce, Laguna Beach, California (Mother of Tyler, Dillon and Trevor Pierce) "The Colloquium
Test Prep Course for the SAT offered by Lisa Muehle and her staff is doing a tremendous job in preparing our children for success on the
SAT test. With the small group setting and up-to-date materials on the SAT subjects and practice tests, our children are able to learn, practice
and develop the critical skills necessary to be successful in taking the SAT test and in applying this knowledge in other academic areas as
well." -Steve & Sheena Bui, Orange, California (Son Peter Bui attended the Colloquium program and achieved a perfect SAT score in May
2001. Daughters Natalie and Vanessa have also attended the Colloquium Test Prep Course for the SAT.) Colloquium Test Prep Course for
the SAT ? Laguna Beach, California ? (949) 443-2700
-- Over-100-page biographies that chronicle the lives and important contributions of great scientists from around the world. -- Each title
includes several hands-on activities that give young people a deeper understanding of the scientist's work. -- Each book contains chapter
notes, a glossary, a further reading list, a chronology, maps, and an index.
I had a religion professor at Brigham Young University who often asked, What is the best kept secret of The Mormon Church? After declaring
all answers amiss he would make this statement; The best kept secret of The Mormon Church is the Gospel of Jesus Christ! Over the years
of teaching gospel doctrine I have found his statement to be all too true. Despite their best study efforts and the abundance of scriptural
resources, many members do not understand some fundamental and extremely important doctrines. I invite you to feast with me upon the
meat of more exalted concepts.
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Archimedes to Hawking takes the reader on a journey across the centuries as it explores the eponymous physical laws--from Archimedes'
Law of Buoyancy and Kepler's Laws of Planetary Motion to Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle and Hubble's Law of Cosmic
Expansion--whose ramifications have profoundly altered our everyday lives and our understanding of the universe. Throughout this
fascinating book, Clifford Pickover invites us to share in the amazing adventures of brilliant, quirky, and passionate people after whom these
laws are named. These lawgivers turn out to be a fascinating, diverse, and sometimes eccentric group of people. Many were extremely
versatile polymaths--human dynamos with a seemingly infinite supply of curiosity and energy and who worked in many different areas in
science. Others had non-conventional educations and displayed their unusual talents from an early age. Some experienced resistance to
their ideas, causing significant personal anguish. Pickover examines more than 40 great laws, providing brief and cogent introductions to the
science behind the laws as well as engaging biographies of such scientists as Newton, Faraday, Ohm, Curie, and Planck. Throughout, he
includes fascinating, little-known tidbits relating to the law or lawgiver, and he provides cross-references to other laws or equations mentioned
in the book. For several entries, he includes simple numerical examples and solved problems so that readers can have a hands-on
understanding of the application of the law. A sweeping survey of scientific discovery as well as an intriguing portrait gallery of some of the
greatest minds in history, this superb volume will engage everyone interested in science and the physical world or in the dazzling creativity of
these brilliant thinkers.

Albert Einstein provides simplified explanations of the main ideas of his theory of relativity for readers who do not have a
background in theoretical physics.
This biography details Albert Einstein's life and his developments as one of history's most amazing scientists. The book
details his early life and struggles in Germany.
Teachers of Future theoretical physicist and Nobel Prize recipient Albert Einstein thought he would amount to nothing.
Everybody is a genius, he said. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its life believing that it is
stupid. Einstein noted that creativity and deep-thinking were humans' most powerful tools. He is responsible for the
general theory of relativity and so much more. This title includes primary sources, sidebars, prompts and activities, charts
and graphs, and much more. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing Company.
This straightforward business guide provides the strategies and concepts needed to overcome obstacles. Concentrating
on five distinct areas of a balanced life, the author explains how focus, strength, success, wisdom, and responsibility can
lead to a realization of inner ability. Practical steps and realistic insights combined with a 30-page workbook reinforce the
messages from each chapter.
Grade level: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, e, i, s, t.
'Telling It Like It Is' is a collection of quotations that either give good advice or are useful truths. Of course there will be
quotations that you disagree with or don't identify with, but with about 700 pages how could it be otherwise! Taken as a
whole though, the book tries to present a coherent view of life that has honesty and integrity and is true. Ultimately,
however, you must decide for yourself whether each quote strikes a chord with you and whether all the quotes taken
together present a picture of human affairs and behavior that you recognize and agree with. Whatever your final opinion,
you will find this collection of quotations both fascinating and provocative.
A prismatic look at the meeting of Marie Curie and Albert Einstein and the impact these two pillars of science had on
each other's life and work. In 1911, some of the greatest minds in science convened at the First Solvay Conference in
Physics, a meeting like no other. Almost half of the attendees had won or would go on to win the Nobel Prize. Over the
course of those few days, these minds began to realize that classical physics was about to give way to quantum
mechanics, a seismic shift in our history and how we understand not just our world, but the universe. At the center of this
meeting were Marie Curie and a young Albert Einstein. In the years preceding, Curie had faced the death ofher husband
and intellectual soul mate, Pierre. She was on the cusp of being awarded her second Nobel Prize, but scandal erupted all
around her when the French press revealed that she was having an affair with a fellow scientist, Paul Langvin. The
subject of vicious misogynist and xenophobic attacks in the French press, Curie found herself in a storm that threatened
her scientific legacy. Albert Einstein proved an ally in her travails. They had an instant connection at Solvay. He was
young and just beginning to show flourishes of his enormous genius. Curie was already responsible for one of the
greatest discoveries in modern science (radioactivity)—still faced resistance and scorn. Young Einstein recognized this
grave injustice, and their mutual admiration and respect, borne out of this, their first meeting, would go on to serve them
in their paths forward to making history. Einstein and especially Curie come alive as the complex people they were in the
pages of The Soul of Genius. Utlizing never before seen correspondance and notes from Solvay, Jeffrey Orens shows
the human side of a woman who pushed boundaries and demanded equality in a man’s world, no matter the cost.
A man had an accident. He lost his sense of time and emotional capacity. This is his thirteenth attempt to communicate
since the accident.
Everyone wants to know the secret to success. Unfortunately, too many in this world suffer from low self-esteem, a lack
of self-confidence, and little motivation. In his self-help guidebook "Reprogram Your Mind for Success and Happiness, "
author Cleophus Jackson shares inspirational methods that teach others how to discover their hidden powers and train
their minds to begin believing that they too can become successful, happy, and self-fulfilled. Jackson believes that within
each of us there is a power just waiting to be awakened-the kind of power that can help us achieve anything in life. With
encouragement, any of us can change our methods of thinking that paralyze us and prevent us from achieving success.
Jackson shares a step-by-step process that leans heavily on trusting spiritual guidance in order to make decisions, learn
to love ourselves, set goals, change habits, take risks, and create a clear vision for the future. "Reprogram Your Mind for
Success and Happiness" traces a path out of the darkness of insecurity and into the light of achievement, where dreams
really do come true.
THE FIRST SELF-HELP BOOK TO COME OUT OF MODERN COMBAT. For fighting the war against living an ordinary
life: An inspirational guide for those in the pursuit of destiny. No matter how lofty the goal, or how unlikely the victory,
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success can and should be yours. Inspired by the author’s combat deployment to Iraq, written while in Iraq, and sent off
to his publisher prior to his departure back to the States, this collection of 100 ‘Battle Cries’ and ‘Fightin’ Words’ will
help you keep your dreams alive ‘n kicking no matter what the obstacles.
This book is based on selected papers presented at the 2012 Teacher Education Dialogue staged in Coffs Harbour,
Australia. The theme was "Innovation and New Ideas in Teaching and Teacher Education." With this theme in mind,
chapter authors present various innovations and new ideas in teaching, teacher education and schooling related matters.
"First published in 1916; English edition first published in the United Kingdom 1920 by Methuen & Co. Ltd; First published
by Routledge 1993."
A book of quotation is always handy not only as a source of reference or to help in the consolidation of an idea/opinion
but also for sheer reading pleasure. it is not always possible to read through the works of great personalities. Quotations
serve as samples that help us savour their creativity and genius and share the richness of their wisdom. This book aims
at providing students with quotations on varied & interesting topics that will help them enhance their presentations in
terms of written and spoken language.
When Roland Hightower left Vietnam, a decorated veteran with connections that would bring him fame and fortune, he
believed he had a destiny to fulfill and more importantly had all the answers to the questions of life. After indulging in all
manner of excess seemingly without thought or care of the consequences, he found himself bankrupt in every area of his
life. Despairing from this self imposed crisis of spirit, he nearly ended it all in a alcohol induced blackout. From this
physical and mental bottom, with help from a long dead doctor and stockbroker and the movement they began, Roland
found a new life and a new way of living. Little did he know that this was only the beginning in a journey that would not
only change him beyond recognition but the world as we know it as well.
When the fuzzy indeterminacy of quantum mechanics overthrew the orderly world of Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein and
Erwin Schrödinger were at the forefront of the revolution. Neither man was ever satisfied with the standard interpretation
of quantum mechanics, however, and both rebelled against what they considered the most preposterous aspect of
quantum mechanics: its randomness. Einstein famously quipped that God does not play dice with the universe, and
Schrödinger constructed his famous fable of a cat that was neither alive nor dead not to explain quantum mechanics but
to highlight the apparent absurdity of a theory gone wrong. But these two giants did more than just criticize: they fought
back, seeking a Theory of Everything that would make the universe seem sensible again. In Einstein’s Dice and
Schrödinger’s Cat, physicist Paul Halpern tells the little-known story of how Einstein and Schrödinger searched, first as
collaborators and then as competitors, for a theory that transcended quantum weirdness. This story of their quest—which
ultimately failed—provides readers with new insights into the history of physics and the lives and work of two scientists
whose obsessions drove its progress. Today, much of modern physics remains focused on the search for a Theory of
Everything. As Halpern explains, the recent discovery of the Higgs Boson makes the Standard Model—the closest thing
we have to a unified theory— nearly complete. And while Einstein and Schrödinger failed in their attempt to explain
everything in the cosmos through pure geometry, the development of string theory has, in its own quantum way, brought
this idea back into vogue. As in so many things, even when they were wrong, Einstein and Schrödinger couldn’t help but
get a great deal right.
TAKE A DEEP BREATH OF LIFE . . . WITH ALAN COHEN! Consider this book a hand to hold as you scale the mountain
of your destiny. In just a few minutes each day, you can step back from your worldly activity and draw in a deep breath of
spiritual renewal. You might like to savor each message in the morning to start your day on a positive keynote, and/or
review your day in the light of the principles. Each day’s message includes a theme, a quote of wisdom, a parable or reallife anecdote, a prayer, and an affirmation. After reading the day’s message, close your eyes for a few moments, and be
with the prayer and affirmation. Take these powerful ideas into your subconscious, and allow the truth to shine away any
darkness. The spirit within you will expand miraculously as you nourish your inner being. There is no limit to the healing,
inspiration, and positive changes you can enjoy through applying the principles contained between these covers. March
on to the high calling of your heart, and your life will be a testament to the magnificence that is you.
The modern age is no stranger to the cabinet of curiosities, the freak show, or a drawer full of odds and ends. These
collections of oddities engagingly work against the rationality and order of the conventional archive found in a university,
a corporation, or a governmental holding. In form, methodology, and content, The Years Work in the Oddball Archive
offers a counterargument to a more reasoned form of storing and recording the avant-garde (or the post-avant-garde),
the perverse, the off, the bent, the absurd, the quirky, the weird, and the queer. To do so, it positions itself within the
history of mirabilia launched by curiosity cabinets starting in the mid-fifteenth century and continuing to the present day.
These archives (or are they counter-archives?) are located in unexpected placesthe doorways of Katrina homes, the
cavity of a cow, the remnants of extinct animals, an Internet siteand they offer up "alternate modes of knowing" to the
traditional archive.
Ever find yourself wishing things would just be different so you could feel good all the time? What if you could discover
how to feel good whenever you want? The solutions are simple, and in plain view. Get ready to feel great for a living in
Mastering the Art of Feeling Good! You can stop looking around now for something or someone to blame for your
dissatisfaction in fact, don't even blame yourself. Mastering the Art of Feeling Good reveals the ingredients and teaches
you the recipe for creating your exceptional life experience. Be assured that you possess absolutely everything you need
to be successful. Mastering the Art of Feeling Good will help you understand accountability and celebrates your power
and the power of One. It will assist in directing positive change to empower you with the mastery of your own inner
feelings of peace, joy, and satisfaction that will directly result in also experiencing your desires and life dreams of the
physical realm.
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An exploration of the multidimensional interplay between body, mind, and spirit • Identifies the frequencies that support
life and the dissonant frequencies incompatible with life, such as the imbalances of EMFs • Explains how to cultivate
higher consciousness by building a strong light body • Includes techniques and exercises for psychic cleansing, physical
and emotional detox, chakra and aura strengthening, and oracular dreaming Civilization has reached a critical threshold
in time unlike any other. Whether life continues to evolve or devolve depends upon our ability to reach higher states of
consciousness en masse. This requires calling upon the transformative power of the soul--a power not handed to us, but
earned. We are living proof that the physical and spiritual realms of existence work together in unity. Yet for many of us
our natural soul light and inner spiritual intuition are suppressed due to the distractions of day-to-day living and the
electromagnetic pollution of our screen-filled technological world. In this exploration of the multidimensional interplay
between the body, mind, and spirit, Carrie L’Esperance reveals how we can restore the flow of spiritual light in everyday
living through the art of self-mastery. She explains how technology has severely reduced humanity’s natural abilities and
spiritual power. She shows how EMFs and wi-fi toast our energetic bodily systems and suppress our immune systems,
blocking the ethereal frequencies of light and suppressing our creative intuition and higher powers. Detailing the spiritual
bio-geometry of light and the holographic principle, she explores how the cells of our bodies receive light’s deeper
vibratory frequencies to support conscious evolution and soul development as well as explaining near-death and out-ofbody experiences. She identifies the dissonant energies that endanger mind/body health and reveals new advances in
brain science that allow us to transcend the malign influences that hamper human evolution. She provides exercises and
techniques for spiritual alignment and receptivity, including psychic cleansing, physical and emotional detox, chakra and
aura strengthening, and oracular dreaming. Preparing us for the new cosmology and the greater community of worlds
that is being revealed, L’Esperance shows that when we are properly connected with our soul’s intelligence and
cultivate the reception of higher frequencies of consciousness, then we are able to soul breathe, to absorb more pranic
energy, the electromagnetic force and cosmic radiation that is the sustaining element of all life and consciousness.
Beyond the Vortex is a definitive statement on the science of Ascension. The information in this book is not limited to
Sedona, but can be applied anywhere or this planet. Beyond the Vortex explores the relation between Soul Awareness,
Vortex: Phenomenon, Sacred Geometry, the Merkaba, the Medicine Wheel, and Ascension. By using the meditations
and practices that are detailed in this book we can learn to use "Vortex Energy," to activate our crystalline Body of Light
(the Merkaba). Anyone who is interested in the possibility of Ascension will find this bool to be of great interest.
Celebrate the Secrets of Sedona Richard Dannelley presents exciting new material about the vortices based on many
years of personal observation and research. You'll discover how the Earth creates vortices, and you'll experience
Sedona's healing energies. This book also incorporates material from Richard's other books: Sedona Power Spot, Vortex
and Medicine Wheel Guide; Sedona: Beyond the Vortex; and Sedona UFO Connection.
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